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abstract

advance manufacturing technology (amt) possess tremendous advantages and challenges for organizations. based on the previous studies of amt implementation, we investigated the impact of conducting a proper technical need analysis on pre installation phase of amt implementation to the overall performance.

our research was designed to manipulate several factors of technical need analysis, inconvenienced factors of implementation phase and performance factors of post implementation phase, by surveying 102 plants that had implemented advance-manufacturing process on apparel industry in sri lanka over the past five years. the questionnaire was designed by means of operational and concepts chart, which was made by analyzing the various critical factors that were influencing to success implementation of amt in global context.

the results indicated that the key to successful amt planning is conducting of a technical need analysis, which ultimately defines the path throughout the project. this laid a strong foundation for implementation and commissioning of needful amt, provided the necessary and adequate organizational infrastructure to a selected manufacturing system. further, we can conclude that for some extent sri lankan apparel entrepreneurs focus on a technical need analysis. even in such an analysis, they mostly concern on technical aspects, but less attention given on financial, organizational and operational related factors. the fact of overall performance of amt implementation is not attaining to a satisfactory level is further reflected with the above results. we were unable to gain a variety of technological implementation in our survey, as most of the firms did not have a proper inventory of such adaptations. in addition, difficulties aroused to collect data on amts for the last five years. in some cases, the entrepreneurs not willing to reveal their technical and business updates due to competitiveness of apparel industry.

further research could be carried out in the field of sri lankan apparel industry in the areas of evaluating opportunities and barriers to automation related amt and evaluating cost benefits of design software tools to the sme entrepreneurs.
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